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THE BROADLEAS COMMITTEE


The Broadleas Committee who have management responsibility for the Broadleas Camping and Training Centre have a deep concern for the wholeness and well being of all individuals and groups who use the centre and aim to provide a safe environment for all. We seek to safeguard the welfare of all people, regardless of age, who come into contact with the Centre.  It is the responsibility of the Broadleas Committee to prevent physical, sexual or emotional abuse of children and young people and to act appropriately if abuse is discovered or suspected or when good practice and guidelines are not being followed.

This policy document outlines the code of good practice adopted by the Broadleas Committee in March of 2005. The Committee has overall responsibility for the implementation and regular review of this policy document. In order to fulfil this responsibility, ‘ Safeguarding ‘ shall appear on the agenda of every Committee Meeting and the Committee will appoint one of its’ members to the position of ‘ Officer with responsibility for Safeguarding ‘, indicated throughout this document by the abbreviation OS. The OS will be a person suitably trained in matters relating to the safeguarding and care of children and young people and will give a report at each meeting.

All active members of the Committee, in view of their visits at varying intervals to the site, shall be required to obtain or produce an Enhanced Disclosure as a condition of their membership. The OS will advise how to obtain said disclosure. The disclosure must be seen by the OS who will report to the Committee that all is satisfactory or disclose any matters of concern. Members of the Committee will be required to obtain a new disclosure at least every five years. The OS will keep a record for this purpose. The OS will advise all new members to the Committee of their responsibilities in relation to good practice in the safeguarding of children and young people.

The Warden of the Site ( appointed by the Committee ), and any members of his / her household over the age of 18 resident at Broadleas will also be required to provide and obtain an Enhanced Disclosure. This process again must be undertaken at least every 5 years and the OS will keep a record for this purpose. The OS will advise the warden and any eligible members of his / her household of their responsibilities in relation to good practice in the safeguarding of children and young people. The OS will arrange for the warden and members of the Committee to attend training courses where deemed appropriate.
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It will be a condition of all groups booking the site that they fully comply with the Home Office Code of Good Practice for Safeguarding the Welfare of Children, Children being those members of the group under 18. 

The warden or any committee member shall immediately report any concern or incident in relation to abuse or suspected abuse immediately to the OS, who will act in accordance with procedures laid down by the Home Office Code of Good Practice. Abuse of children or young people can be in any one of four forms … physical, emotional, neglect or sexual. In the event of the warden or any committee member being the subject of any allegations, that person will be immediately suspended from their position whilst investigations take place and procedures are followed overseen by the OS.

The warden and all members appointed to the Committee must be appointed initially for a six month probationary period. This is to insure that all such people are competent in relation to their work and contact with children and young people and committed to safeguarding and preventing any abuse. The Committee before appointing a warden or any new members shall require written and confidential references from at least two people. The Committee will make known to referees that the appointment involves work and contact with children and young people.

Details of Childline and NSPCC Child Protection Helpline will be placed in prominent positions around the site.

The warden and members of his / her household over 18, and Committee Members will do everything possible not to allow themselves to be in a place alone with a child or young person / s where there is little or no likelihood of anything being observed by others. This is for the benefit of both the young person and the adult. It is not permitted for a child or young person to be hit in any form or handled misappropriately and any such incident should be immediately reported to the Warden and the OS.

This policy is designed to insure the highest standards are met and only be amended by the Committee in accordance with its agreed voting procedures. All who are named in this policy, in addition to groups who use Broadleas are required to adhere to this policy statement and to note its guidelines, groups also following their own set and additional procedures.

